Categorical discriminant analysis of 3'-splice site signals of mRNA precursors in higher eukaryote genes.
With regard to the signals that direct excision of introns from mRNA precursors in higher eukaryote genes, a consensus sequence, (sequence; see text); has been proposed for the 3'-splice site, but actual 3'-splice site sequences differ from it to a greater or lesser degree. In the present paper, nucleotide sequences were transformed into categorical data, and quantification analysis (class II), as proposed by Hayashi, was applied to the system. Categorical weights given to variables related to position and the species of nucleotide were estimated so that the two classes of 3'-splice site sequences and sequences other than 3'-splice site might be discriminated most distinctly. The 3'-splice site signals were then characterized in terms of these categorical weight values. We also calculated partial correlation coefficient values, which explain the relative importance of each position in the 3'-splice site signal sequence.